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Carbon monoxide poisoning: Cold weather becomes a factor
(NC) — The “silent killer” continues to stalk Canadian families as winter transitions to spring.Carbon
monoxide, a byproduct of burning fossil fuels such as wood, gas and propane, gets its nickname from the
fact that it is colourless, odourless and tasteless. The only way humans can detect its presence is with a
CSA-approved carbon monoxide alarm.Despite increased educational efforts by safety officials, lives
have been lost recently in several provinces to carbon monoxide poisoning — an
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Men enhance their look with trendy eyewear
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(NC) — Some men just look better in glasses. Whether
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plastic or wire, round or square, eyewear offers a flattering
frame to the masculine face. As the fashion industry
capitalizes on this trend, men's eyewear has become a
dominant style commodity on the international fashion
scene, with icons like David Beckham and Johnny Depp
looking lens-perfect on the red carpet.
Two eyewear brands are at the forefront of the premiumdesigned eyewear industry this year. Evatik is designed for
the bold and sophisticated male, while Kliik caters to both
sexes with sleek European style. Designed to provide a
balance between fashion and function, both brands offer a
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wide range of options. More information is available on
evatik.com and kliik.com
“2013 is all about updated classics, retro-inspired looks
and timeless sophistication,” says Beverly Suliteanu, the vice president of product development for WestGroupe,
leading Canadian eyewear manufacturer and distributor. “Shapes, colours, and detailing are essential when
selecting the ideal frame to complement your look.”
Rimless and semi-rimless styles offer subtle sophistication, letting lens shape lead the way, says Suliteanu.
Popular tones for wire styles like these are silver, gold and black, lending to their signature understated look.
Expect to see a wide range of eye shapes, including round, aviator, clubmaster-inspired and square.
The colour palette for 2013 is composed of classic blues, greys and neutrals. Two-toned designs, including
colour-blocking and traditional tortoise are especially strong. Intricate detailing, like patterned metal, faux wood
finishes and retro styling top off any look with eye-catching style.
Many agree that a man in specs emits a powerful aura, coupled with refined style and sophistication. If specs suit
your style, but you don't require a prescription, opt for plano or faux lenses. Suliteanu advises trying on different
styles, shapes and frame models until you find your perfect pair.
Try on every shape, colour, and style to find the right specs for you.
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Top court strikes down part of Sask. human
rights code
The Supreme Court of Canada has upheld provisions
against hate speech in the Saskatchewan Human
Rights Code, but stuck down some of the code's
wording

Pope tells final audience of 'joy and light' during
papacy
Enter Your Comment Below

Pope Benedict XVI told about 150,000 people jammed
in and around St. Peter's Square on Wednesday for his
final general audience that there were times

Ontario storm makes for messy morning
commute
The Greater Toronto Area is being hit with a mix of
snow and rain, creating a sloppy mess throughout the
region for the morning commute.
COMMENT

Retirement savings in Canada — by the numbers
With only three days to go until the RRSP deadline for
the 2012 tax year, many people are scrambling to
scrape together a last-minute contribution, bu

Ex-McGill hospital boss faces arrest warrant
An arrest warrant has been issued for Arthur Porter,
the former head of the McGill University Health
Centre, for fraud and abuse of trust charges invo

Pope Benedict's 'final' tweet gets mixed reaction
On Pope Benedict XVI's personal Twitter account
@Pontifex appeared what some considered to be his
final tweet. Many Catholics thanked Benedict for his

Swiss workplace shooting leaves 3 dead
A shooting at a wood-processing company in central
Switzerland today left three people dead and seven
wounded, some of them seriously, prosecutors sai

Police raid Quebec drug ring with alleged links
to biker gangs
Police officers in Quebec have made 24 arrests as part
of an ongoing investigation into drug trafficking.

Fatal Via Rail crash captured on video
CBC News has obtained exclusive video of the final
seconds of last year's Via Rail train No. 92 crash in
Burlington, Ont., and the aftermath where res

Ottawa TomaHawks to change name after outcry
Ottawa's new basketball team will be changing their
name from TomaHawks after an outcry from Ottawa's
aboriginal community, the team's co-owner said o

N.L. police say synthetic weed illegal
Police in Newfoundland and Labrador agree that
synthetic marijuana is illegal, and if there was
suspicion of it being sold over the counter in local s

Suicide by cop, a growing phenomenon?
An inquest now underway in Yellowknife may
determine whether a 2012 shooting by police was a
'suicide by cop.' The incidence of that phenomenon
may be

Taliban poison, shoot 17 Afghans
Taliban insurgents poisoned and then shot to death 17

